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Ross & 
Murphy 
(1999)

Card sort (words). Observation Breakfast: eggs, bacon, cereal
Dairy: eggs, butter, milk

Categorisation depends on 
goals.

1.2
Categorization

Rosch (1973) Typicality ratings 
(goodness-of-
exemplar) of category
instances.

Variability in GoE. Categories have internal 
structure e.g. apple as 
'central' or 'ideal' fruit.

2.1.1
Typicality

Rips et al. 
(1973)

Sentence verification 
for category instances.

Experiment Faster for more typical instances
e.g. robin:bird faster than 
penguin:bird

Not all instances are equal. 2.1.1
Typicality

McCloskey 
& 
Glucksberg 
(1978)

Typicality and 
category membership 
e.g. furniture

Experiment Consistent for typical (chair) and
atypical (ceiling).

Inconsistent categorisation for 
intermediate typicality 
(bookend)

Borderline cases. 2.1.2
Borderline cases

Hampton 
(1982)

Car seat = chair
Chair = furniture
Car seat != furniture

Categorisation judgements 
inconsistent with 
transitivity.

2.1.3
Intransitivity of 
categorisation

Wittgenstein 
(1953)

Reason Categories have no single 
defining feature.
'games' only share 'family 
resemblances'

2.1.4
The lack of 
definitions
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Putnam 
(1975); 
Kripke 
(1972)

What happens when 
definition turns out to
be wrong?

Thought 
experiment

Cats remain cats even if they 
turn out to be robots controlled 
from Mars.  So 'mammal' is no 
longer a defining feature. Same 
for any property.

Beliefs about natural 
categories can't amount to 
definitions as they can 
change without affecting 
the category.

2.1.4
The lack of 
definitions

Armstrong 
et al. (1983)

Typicality ratings for 
definitional categories
e.g. 'Female'
Sentence verification.

Robust typicality effects. Dual process model 
Membership judgement: 
classical
Identification: prototype

2.2.1
The meaning of 
typicality effects

Roth & 
Shoben 
(1983)

Context sentence.
Bertha enjoyed 
(riding|milking) the 
animal. (cateogry)

Sentence completion.
The ___ quite liked it 
too.
Instances: horse|
cow|...

Experiment Linguistic context biases 
categorization.

Attribute weightings vary. 2.2.2
The context 
sensitivity of 
typicality effects

Medin & 
Shoben 
(1988). 

Typicality ratings of 
spoon instances.

Experiment Typicality affected by 
unpredictable attribute 
interactions. 

Context dependent 
attributes interactions.

2.2.2
The context 
sensitivity of 
typicality effects
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Hampton 
(1998)

Predictors of 
categorization in 
borderline cases

Best is typicality.

But also lack of familiarity and 
'technical' membership/non-
membership e.g. dolphin 
technically mammal but similar 
to fish

Other categorization 
processes.

2.3
Common-sense 
theories: the 
theory-based view

Rips (1989) Judge similarity and 
category for unknown
object sized between 
quarter and pizza.

Experiment More similar to quarter but 
more likely to be pizza.

Similarity/categorisation 
dissociation.

2.3.2
The role of 
common-sense 
theories

Keil (1989) Discovery: 
looks/behaves like 
zebra, insides of a 
horse/parents horses

Transformation: 
raccoon transformed 
to skunk  
resemblance/behavio
ur.

Categorization for discovery and
transformation:

Younger: superficial 
characteristics

Older: biologically relevant 
properties 

Younger: characteristic
Older: defining (theory)

Children 
age 
~4/age~
7

2.3.2
The role of 
common-sense 
theories

Gelman & 
Wellman 
(1991)  

Would a dog be a dog 
if its (insides|
outsides) removed?

Outsides: Yes
Insides: No

Essentialist as unseen 
property determines 
category membership

Children 
age 4-5

2.4
Psychological 
essentialism
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Braisby et al. 
(1996)    

If cats turn out to be 
robots controlled 
from Mars which 
categorisation 
statements are T/F?  
'Cats but we were 
wrong about them 
being mammals' 
(essentialist)
'Not cats' (non-
essentialist)

Experiment 
to test 
Putnam 
(1975)

Only ~50% essentialist
Contradictions: TT or FF

Empirical behaviour not 
essentialist.

Concepts change their 
content based on context 
and perspective.

2.4
Psychological 
essentialism

Malt (1990)  Categorise instance 
'halfway' between two 
categories. 
Options to help 
categorise: Consult an
expert/Call it 
whatever you want.

Experiment Expert opinion preference for 
natural categories.

Natural (e.g. robin-sparrow): 
expert
Artefact (e.g. boat-ship): 
whatever

Essentialism 2.4
Psychological 
essentialism

Braisby 
(2001)

Categorise genetically 
modified salmon, then
told

Expert categorisation 
is salmon/not salmon.

Experiment Half influenced to change 
categorisation to match 
biologists.
Quarter influenced to match 
(non-expert) shopper 
categorisation. 
Quarter estimated to modify 
judgement based on expert's 
knowledge of essential 
properties.
Appearance and function (non-
essential) also influential.

Non-essentialist expert 
judgement for natural 
category.

2.4
Psychological 
essentialism
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Smith & 
Sloman 
(1994)

Replicate Rips (1989) Experiment Only replicated when Ps think 
aloud.

Categorisation task 
presentation influences 
rule-based mode 
(explanation)/similarity 
mode (e.g. prototype)

3.1
Is all 
categorization 
the same?

Malt et al. 
(1999)

Container ('box', 'bottle', 'jar') 
called 'bottle' based on similarity
to something conventionally 
labelled 'bottle' rather than 
similarity to prototypical bottle.

Categorisation influenced 
by language more generally
e.g. conventional use of 
category labels rather than 
membership of labelled 
category.

3.1
Is all 
categorization 
the same?

Malt (1994) Judgement of H20 
content of fluids and 
membership of 
'water' category.

Pond water 78.8%/water
Tears 88.6%/not water

Categorization most 
influenced by 
source/location/function, 
not H20 as essential 
property.

2.4
Psychological 
essentialism

Gelman 
(2004)

Psychological 
essentialism

Review Children 2.4
Psychological 
essentialism

Medin et al. 
(1997)  

Tree sorting task. Experiment Taxonomists: scientific 
principles.
Maintenance workers similar but
also surface features and 
maintenance problems.
Landscapers: landscaping utility.

Goals influence 
categorization.

3 types of 
tree expert

3.3

Lynch et al. 
(2000)

Best exemplar tree 
judgements.

Experiment Experts: “ideal” dimensions (not
centrality)

Novices: familiarity

Expertise influences 
categorization.

Tree 
experts/novi
ces

3.3
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